
Live Lounge
Year 9 – Lesson 1



Learning Objectives
 I will be able to understand the theory behind 

“mashups” or medleys

 I will develop my skills and be able to play a piece 

of  popular music

 I will be able to understand key musical features 

and the construction of  popular music

 I will be able to assess my own performance 

effectively



Key Word Definitions
 Write your definitions of  the following elements of  

music:

 Pitch

 Timbre

 Tempo

 Duration

 Harmony

 Dynamics

 Structure



Song Selection
 Choose songs with the same chord progression

 Play the chords

 Sing the songs over the top, layer them up if  you 

like!



Covering a Song
 Generally, cover versions keep the same chord 

structure as the original. However, the covering 

artist can change the instrumentation, tempo, or 

pitch.

 It is also common to combine two or more songs, 

known colloquially as performing a “mashup”. This 

involves finding songs with the same chord 

progression, and entwining their melodies together. 



Original vs Cover Songs

 Compare the original and cover versions of  these 

pieces, describing the changes in timbre, 

instrumentation, and dynamics.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oz9zn4mM89Q

&list=RDQMgxBDqvsMcM0&index=17

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbZusVDBf4A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oz9zn4mM89Q&list=RDQMgxBDqvsMcM0&index=17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbZusVDBf4A


Practical Task
 Learn to play the chords for a cover version of  your choice. The chords 

provide the background to the song, so make sure you play them with 
rhythmic accuracy. For an extension task, try to play the melody. 

 https://www.onlinepianist.com/virtual-piano

 Success Criteria

 Articulation: ensure you make each chord sound energetic and 
deliberate.

 Fluency: ensure you focus on moving smoothly from one chord to the 
next.

 Rhythms: work on ensuring complete accuracy of  rhythm, in the 
accompaniment and melody. 

https://www.onlinepianist.com/virtual-piano


Song Choices
 I’m Yours

 Hey, Soul Sister

 With Or Without You

 Dammit

 She Will Be Loved

 All the Small Things

 Someone Like You

 Pumped Up Kicks

 Titanium

 Love the Way You Lie

 Price Tag

 Hold It Against Me

 All About That Bass

 Close Your Eyes

 Shake it Off

 Dilemma

 Tattooed Heart

 Magic



Plenary – Boyce Avenue

 Boyce Avenue Mashup

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XXRlQ8UVyo

